SWORDV3
Simple Webservice Offering Repository Deposit

History....

SWORD
- 2007-8
- Atompub base
- Focus on Repo Deposit

SWORDV2
- 2013
- Expand focus to lifecycle
- Update
- Extensions and variants

SWORDV3
- 2017-18
- Arbitrary content types
- Align with emerging standards

Project Team

Dom Fripp, Jisc
- Funder
- Overall Project Manager
- Key user, Research Data Shared Service

Richard Jones, Cottage Labs
- Technical lead
- Updated Specification
- Test Harness
- Python libs
- Github

Neil Jefferies, University of Oxford
- Community Lead
- Engagement
- Collateral Materials
- Key user, Data2paper

Interested in getting involved?
Neil.jefferies@bodleian.ox.ac.uk or leave me a card!